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Progress
in understanding
the role of oncogenes
in
the causation
of cancer
was suddenly
put into an
easily understandable
context
by the observation,
described
in this Nature article, that an oncogene
could encode
a growth factor and thus trigger cell
division
by subversion
of anormalgrowth
regulatory
pathway.
Fe
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Much
of our currsnt
undamtanding
of the
genetic
changaa
that may cause cancer
sprung
from major advances
in our ability
to determine
and analyza
protein
and DNA sequences
compiled in databanks.
This is shown by the discovery of the function
of me sis oncogene.
Several
labs studied
growth factors
produced
by transformed
ceils, some of which
appeared
to be functionally
related
to platelet-derived
growth
factor
(PDGF).
PDGF, a factor
released
into sarum from platelets
during
blood clotting,
appeared
to be neaded
in lesser
amounts
by
transformed
calls than normal
cells in cultursa situation
suggesting
that autocrfne
stimula
tion might take place
in certain
cancer
cefls.
What was needed
was a systematic
purfffcation
and amino
acid sequence
analysis
of growth
factors.
This was undertaken
at the imperial
Cancer
Research
Fund (ICRF) using PDGF purified by colleagues
in Sweden
and the US.
Employing
newly developed
HPLC methods
and high sensitivity
gas phase protein
sequence
equipment,
we were able to deduce
partial
sequences
for PDGF
and show
that
it was a
heterodimer.
Meanwhile,
the introduction
of
molecular
cloning
techniques
into retroviroiogy

I
I

had led to the determination
of the ganomlc
sequences
of several
viral oncoganes
and the
prediction
of the amino acid sequences
of their
putative
transforming
proteins,
including
sis.’
The sequences
were stored
in the database
of
the National
Biomedical
Research
Foundation
(NBRF)
and in personal
databases,
such as that
of Russell
Doollttle
who generously
allowed
us
aceaea.
Peter Stockwell
helped
us to ascertain
if
PDGF was related
to any known
protein
by
coaxing
the newly
installed
ICRF computer
to
read and digest the databases.
I vividly
remember the excitement
generated
by the discovery
that one chain of PDGF (the B chain)
was virtuallv identical
to the oredicted
sequence
of the
&&forming
protein
encoded
by ihe oncogene
sis of simian
sarcoma
virus. The entire
discovery could be encapsulated
in the simple
phrase
“sls is PDGF,“conveying
to all those working
in
cancer
research
the concept
that oncogenes
could act by subversion
of growth
factor
function-a
seemingly
logical,
simple,
and easily
understood
mechanism.
While
we wrote
the
Nature paper,
we were amazed
to see a paper’
that contained
very similar,
though
not identlcat, sequence
data of PDGF. The authors
had
used it to search
the NBRF database,
but failed
to find the identity
with sis. When Doolittle
typed
the data into his computer,
his diligence
was
rewarded
by his finding
of the same resultPDGF is sis! Our Nature
article and that by
Doolittie
and coauthors
in Sciend
were published
extremely
quickly,
causing
an immense
flurry
of scientific
and media
interest
Using similar
ssquencebasad
strategies,
my
lab,withcollaborators,
wasabletoshowthattha
erb-B oncogene
could
subvert
receptor
function by encoding
a truncated
epidermai
growth
factor receptor,
thus obviating
the need for the
factor.4
Such subversion
of the growth
factortriggered
pathways
is now known to take place
at all levels from growth
factor to transcription
factor.5
Being the first paper to find the function
of a cancercausing
gene,
it has baen
cited
many times in the cancer
research
literature.
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